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Introduction
• Gastro-intestinal biome
• Intestinal Microbiota Transplants (IMT), has increasingly been adopted by healthcare 

centres globally as an invaluable management option in difficult-to-treat patient 
populations. 

• With efficacy rates in recurrent Clostridioides difficile infections of ~90%, several 
national and international guidelines now include IMT as a treatment option following 
a second or further recurrence after failure with standard anti-CDI antibiotics

• In addition, detailed protocols that describe the administration of IMT have been 
published, incl clinical frameworks 

• Currently, rCDI is the main indication for IMT, but as a novel treatment strategy, IMT 
has also been investigated as a treatment modality for various other infectious and 
inflammatory conditions including intestinal carriage of drug resistant bacteria, 
inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD), irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), metabolic 
syndrome, obesity, malnutrition, auto immune diseases and autism spectrum 
disorders



Introduction

• Currently, on Clinical trials.gov 372 clinical trials registered for faecal microbiota 
transplants

• Furthermore, a recent double-blind study of HIV-infected participants on antiretroviral 
therapy (ART) showed that IMT attenuated HIV-associated dysbiosis

• The latter study also reported amelioration of a marker of GIT permeability in the IMT 
group which independently predicts mortality in HIV infection.

• As there is no established national GIT microbiome bank in South Africa,  it appears 
that local health care providers in South Africa use stool from close family and 
friends and rarely from unrelated donors.

• A recent study from Johannesburg, highlights the multiple challenges we face 
including the pertinent discussion on what constitutes an ideal donor and the minimal 
screening tests required for stool donors in South Africa. 

Serrano-villar, S. et al. Nat. Commun 2021. 12, 1139
Fredericks, E. et al. South African Med. J. 2019; 109, 546–547 
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Introduction
• Vaginal biome
• A non-dysbiotic female genital tract microbial community, characterised by a 

relatively high abundance of Lactobacillus spp. and low vaginal pH is regarded as 
optimal and has been associated with long-term health

• Conversely, a dysbiotic vaginal microbial community, such as that which develops 
during bacterial vaginosis (BV) has been linked to a range of adverse health 
outcomes including pelvic inflammatory disease, increased susceptibility to STIs 
(including HIV and HPV) and an elevated risk of complications during pregnancy.

• The prevalence of BV is particularly high in sub-Saharan Africa, with rates as high as 
60% in some populations. 

• Unfortunately, current standard of care approaches for the treatment of BV (usually 
metronidazole) are often associated with treatment failure and with high rates of 
recurrence, necessitating the development of alternative therapeutic modalities
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Introduction
• In comparison with IMT, the use of vaginal microbiota transplant (VMT) in clinical 

applications is a developing field. 

• Nevertheless, there has been at least one small pilot study in Israel demonstrating 
proof of concept and several larger placebo-controlled clinical trials are currently 
underway to assess efficacy in symptomatic, intractable BV (eg ClinicalTrials.gov 
NCT04517487, NCT04517487) the results of which should be available in the next 
two years.

• There are currently no national vaginal microbiome banks, however, universal donor 
screening guidelines for VMTs have already been proposed and it is likely that donor 
banks will be established soon, should the aforementioned clinical trials prove 
successful.  

• An advantage of microbiome banks that contain multiple consecutive samples is that 
they allow the identification of donors with longitudinally stable vaginal microbiotas, 
which can be further mined for potential probiotic strains that make up particularly 
stable vaginal communities



Rationale and Methods



• It has been suggested, and there is evidence to support this, that blood 
donors would constitute the ideal cohort representing healthy populations 
and furthermore, blood donors have been reported to have higher than 
average willingness to participate in biobanks

• According to previous studies, participation in biobanks is strongly 
influenced by the way a potential participant interprets the social and 
institutional context of the request to donate.

• The complexity of contexts and varied purposes for which biome donation 
are requested, is unknown in South Africa. 

Rationale 

Raivola V, et al. Eur J Hum Genet.2019; 27:1659–1667. 
Gayet-Ageron A, et al. Eur J Hum Genet. 2017;25:31–6



• Given the considerable interests in the establishment of biobanking in South 
Africa, and successful establishment of biobanks within or in collaboration 
with blood donor services abroad (e.g Denmark), an informed decision on 
whether the Western Cape Blood Services may be able to facilitate biome 
donations for research purposes is critical. 

• At the core of this, was to gauge interest and willingness amongst WCBS 
donors becoming biome donors. 

Rationale 



• The aims of the study were:
• Primary: To provide strategic data for all stakeholders towards actualisation 

of whether an intestinal or vaginal donor bank may be established as a 
collaborative between WCBS and UCT. 

• Secondary: To inform awareness and educational initiatives regarding 
respective biome recruitment during establishment of a formal biobank.

• The objectives of the study were:
• Primary: To gauge interest in and readiness for biome sample donations 

amongst WCBS blood donors. 
• Secondary: To concurrently ascertain the social context, knowledge, and 

attitude of potential participation in establishing an intestinal and vaginal 
donor biobank. 

Aims and Objectives



• Design:
• A prospective non-qualitative observational 6-week pilot survey 1 June 

2022 – 17 July 2022  

• Study population and recruitment
• The study population were WCBS blood donors who were approached for 

participation after blood donation. 
• It was  facilitated by WCBS and UCT co-investigators (COI) at the following 

WCBS clinics in Cape Town concurrently:
– N1 City Mall, Shop 38, N1 City, Cape Town
– Blue Route Mall, Shop G 56, Tokai, Cape Town
– 9 Long Street, Cape Town

Scientific design



• A separate 23 Q questionnaire was used for stool and vaginal biome, in 
case of female donors. 

• In this regard, participants were consecutively interviewed to obtain a 
maximum variation sample reflecting different participant demographics, 
and clinic location in Cape Town. 

• Participants who consented for the survey, was provided with intestinal  and 
vaginal biome infographics (e.g., adverse health outcomes linked to 
dysbiotic GIT and vaginal microbial communities), as well as stool and 
vaginal collection leaflets whilst filling in the questionnaires. 

• A GutAlive stool collection kit and a Softcup was on hand by each COI to 
show potential donors what the collection material looks like.

Scientific design



Infographics



Instruction leaflet for GutAlive stool collection kits



Instruction leaflet for vaginal collection



• Anonymised demographic and interview data was aggregated for descriptive 
purposes, and for statistical analysis (p<0.05)

• The primary end point is the proportion of blood donors that may consider 
sample donation for biobanking. 

Data analysis



Results



294 surveys included

349 surveys completed

55 surveys excluded:
• Age (n=15)
• Incomplete questionnaire (n=7)
• No informed consent provided (n=3)
• Single male researcher conducted surveys 

resulting in vaginal questionnaires not being 
completed on these days (n=30)

Stool and vaginal microbiome donor surveys included in this study



• Most potential donors
• Were willing to donate stool and vaginal samples (76% and 83%, 

respectively)
• Preferred to collect stool and vaginal samples at home (74% and 76%)
• Over monthly intervals (66% and 74%). 

• Most (>90%) potential donors indicated these donations would not affect 
frequency of blood donations. 

• Willingness to donate stool was positively correlated
• Prior knowledge of stool collection procedures (p=0.034)
• Being comfortable with using the stool kit (p<0.001)

• Willingness to donate vaginal samples was positively correlated
• Being an organ donor (p=0.018)
• Prior knowledge of the concept of a healthy vaginal microbiome (p<0.001).

Summary



Willingness to donate stool and/or vaginal samples correlated with the following:

Pearson Chi-Square was used to calculate p-values for answers provided to 
each question of the stool and vaginal sample donor surveys

GIT biome Vaginal biome



Willingness to donate stool and/or vaginal samples correlated with the following:

Pearson Chi-Square was used to calculate p-values for answers provided to each question of the stool 
and vaginal sample donor surveys

GIT biome Vaginal biome



Willingness to donate stool and/or vaginal samples correlated with the following:

GIT biome Vaginal biome



Willingness to donate stool and/or vaginal samples correlated with the following:

GIT biome Vaginal biome



Primary reasons provided for not becoming a stool/vaginal sample donor

0%

10%

20%

Proportion of participants providing an answer

Stool/vaginal sample collection would 
be unpleasant

27% 
(50/185)

15% 
(16/109)

Stool/vaginal sample collection would 
be embarrassing

15% 
(28/185)

6% 
(7/109)

4% 
(8/185)

5% 
(5/109)

2% 
(3/185)

2% 
(2/109)

12% 
(22/185)

15% 
(16/109)

9% 
(17/185)

6% 
(7/109)

Stool/vaginal sample collection kit 
procedure seems too complicated

It would go against my cultural beliefs

It would be too much of a 
commitment to donate 1/week

It would be too much of a commitment 
to donate 1/month

Stool survey
Vaginal sample survey



Primary reasons provided for not becoming a stool/vaginal sample donor

0%

10%

20%

Proportion of participants providing an answer

11% 
(21/185)

10% 
(11/109)

5% 
(9/185)

4% 
(4/109)

2% 
(3/185)

2% 
(2/109)

21% 
(38/185)

23% 
(25/109)

Medical examinations at WCBS during 
donations would be too time consuming

Medical examinations at WCBS during donations 
would be too exhaustive

Not agree with the concept of stool/vaginal 
microbiota transplant procedures

Logistics (residing/working >2 hours from WCBS 
HQ,, Pinelands)

Stool survey
Vaginal sample survey



Conclusion



• The survey provides strategic data for the WCBS and UCT towards 
establishment of a stool or vaginal donor bank. 

• Accordingly, interest and willingness amongst WCBS donors becoming biome 
donors, without affecting blood donations, was apparent. 

• The study also provided an understanding of the underlying determinants 
governing participants decision process with regards to becoming potential 
donors.

Conclusion
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